Cell therapy for cardiac repair
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Heart failure is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. The current strategies for treatment are limited and new therapeutic approaches are needed. This review describes research performed in animal models of cardiac disease and clinical trials and discusses the mechanisms involved in possible beneficial effects of cell therapy. Cell therapy is a promising strategy to treat heart failure, as it aims to replenish the failing myocardium with contractile elements. However, cell therapy with adult progenitor cells induces a small improvement in heart function without significant cardiomyogenesis. Paracrine mechanisms are likely to be important. The most effective cell type for therapy remains unclear. Induced pluripotent stem cells have the greatest potential but more information on the properties of this cell type is needed. The integration of cells in the host myocardium and the routes of delivery remain controversial. The differentiation of cardiac cells from pluripotent cells and the understanding of their properties are growing points in cell therapy. More research is needed to correctly assess the physiological properties of differentiating cells, to dissect the role of the host environment in the integration and differentiation and to define the stage of differentiation required for cell transplantation.
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Introduction

The understanding that a common mechanism of development of heart failure is the loss of ventricular cardiomyocytes leads to the notion of supplementing those losses by delivering cells directly into the diseased ventricle as a mode of treatment. During the last 15 years, there have been numerous studies performed in the field of cardiac cell therapy involving a wide range of animal models and also in large clinical trials. Some of the reported data have stimulated much interest, and the field continues to be an active area of ongoing research; there has also been considerable controversy over some of the key points and some important questions remain unanswered. In this review, the major recent developments, particularly about the cell types tested in clinical trials, will be summarized, and the outstanding issues discussed.
Animal studies of cardiac cell therapy

The majority of the animal studies of cardiac cell therapy have employed the strategy of directly injecting cells labelled using genetic or fluorescent markers into normal or diseased hearts. Such a study model enabled the phenotypic fate of the transplanted cells to be followed while monitoring the function of the diseased recipient ventricle.

Foetal and neonatal cardiomyocytes

Cardiomyocytes would constitute the ideal donor cell for transplantation into diseased hearts, as they already possess the necessary structural and physiological attributes to integrate with the recipient myocardium. Following the demonstration by Soonpaa et al. that stable grafts could be formed following murine foetal cardiomyocyte transplantation into syngeneic hosts, researchers injected cardiomyocytes from foetal and neonatal sources into rat hearts which had previously undergone myocardial infarction. Implanted myocytes formed stable grafts within the myocardium and improved ventricular performance. As expected for differentiated cardiomyocytes, the implanted cells retained their contractile phenotype and even expressed gap junction connexins necessary for intercellular electrical communication. Synchronous Ca$^{2+}$ transients in the transplanted cells and recipient cells could be visualized directly, showing that delivery of committed cardiomyocytes can form nascent myocardium within the recipient heart with appropriate electrical integration.

The studies utilizing committed cardiomyocytes are only considered proof-of-principle studies since there is no readily accessible source of foetal or neonatal cardiomyocytes for treating heart failure patients. The other major potential obstacle that needs to be overcome with these cell types is the likely immune rejection. For these reasons, the majority of animal studies of cardiac cell transplantation have utilized types of cells which are available from autologous sources, as discussed below.

Skeletal myoblasts

Myoblasts derived from skeletal muscle satellite cells were among the first to be utilized in cardiac cell transplantation experiments. The advantages of skeletal myoblasts include their availability from autologous sources (which bypasses the immunological and ethical considerations associated with some of the other cell types that become...
prohibitive when applied to humans), ability to proliferate and be expanded ex vivo and superior resistance to ischaemia compared with cardiomyocytes. Skeletal myoblasts are also well-known to be committed to a contractile tissue phenotype.5

Initially, it was hoped that these cells might transdifferentiate into cardiomyocytes following injection, or at least be genetically manipulated into acquiring more of the features of cardiomyocytes. However, it has become apparent that skeletal myoblasts remain committed to forming mature skeletal myotubes in the heart. Furthermore, mature myotubes as well as skeletal myoblasts that remain unfused appear to remain mechanically and electrically isolated from the recipient myocardium.6 Another important consideration is the limited survival of the skeletal myoblasts following injection. Labelling the injected skeletal myoblasts with $^{14}$C-thymidine and then monitoring $^{14}$C radioactivity revealed that only $\sim 7.4\%$ survived at 72 h.7 Clearly, the small numbers of surviving cells cannot contribute a substantial contractile force to the myocardium. However, despite these disappointing findings from characterization of the injected cells, there appears to be a modest improvement in ventricular performance.4 This important paradox remains unexplained. A variety of interpretations have been put forward, some of which are discussed later.

**Bone marrow-derived cells**

In 2001, Orlic et al.8 reported that substantial cardiac regeneration might be induced in mice that had undergone myocardial infarction by injecting the Lin$^-$, c-kit$^+$ subset of bone marrow cells. Their suggestion that locally delivered bone marrow-derived cells could generate new myocardium through transdifferentiation sparked much interest among clinicians as well as scientists since methods for obtaining and sorting large numbers of autologous bone marrow cells were already well-established, and because there was a good degree of clinical familiarity of transplanting such cells into patients suffering from haematopoietic disorders.

Unfortunately, the results of Orlic et al. could not be reproduced by others.9,10 Instead, the subsequent studies concluded that bone marrow-derived cells adopt mature haematopoietic fates. The studies identified only very small numbers of cardiomyocytes from the recipient myocardium that also expressed the genetic markers of cells that were injected. These cells, as well as occurring only with extremely low frequency, invariably contained genetic material from both injected and recipient cells, suggesting that they were the results of cell fusion rather than transdifferentiation. Further evidence that bone
marrow-derived cells fuse with recipient cardiomyocytes came from experiments utilizing Cre/lox recombination. Bone marrow cells harvested from mice expressing Cre recombinase in addition to eGFP were injected into the hearts of R26R reporter mice. The R26R reporter cardiomyocytes each carried a copy of the LacZ reporter gene containing a loxP-flanked stop cassette. The karyotypes of cardiomyocytes expressing β-galactosidase were either tetraploid or hexaploid, indicating that they were the results of cell fusion. On the other hand, eGFP+/β-galactosidase− cells had appearances of small mononuclear cells.

A subset of bone marrow-derived cells, termed mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), has attracted special interest. MSCs compose the stromal compartment of bone marrow and are not haematopoietic. In culture, they adhere to polystyrene surfaces and proliferate indefinitely. They express CD29 and CD90 and are negative for the surface markers found on other bone marrow-derived cells. MSCs have been shown to be able to differentiate into a variety of cell types in vitro, including adipocytes, chondrocytes, osteoblasts and skeletal myoblasts. In 1999, Makino et al. demonstrated that exposure of MSCs to the DNA methylating agent 5-azacytidine can yield proliferating cells similar to those of foetal cardiomyocytes. Their described cells beat spontaneously, fused into tube-like structures that exhibited sarcomeres, stained positive for myocardial proteins and also had measurable action potentials.

Despite these special properties of MSCs, the results of their injection into hearts appear to be no different from that of other bone marrow-derived cells. The overall survival of bone marrow-derived cells after injection is low, and those few that do survive do not form mature cardiomyocytes which integrate with their native neighbours. A number of research groups separately demonstrated cells which exhibited the markers of donor cells along with some of the proteins which are only expressed in cardiomyocytes, but none specifically addressed the possibility of cell fusion. It is interesting, however, that all groups measured improvement in whole heart function.

**Embryonic and induced pluripotent stem cells**

Embryonic stem (ES) cells are the ideal cell type for cardiac repair because of their pluripotency: they can form any cell in the heart with consequent extensive regenerative potential. There are, however, several problems with ES cells for cardiac repair, including the immunological incompatibility with the host myocardium and the tendency to form teratomas. To date, few studies have used ES cells to treat heart disease in animal models. Using pro-survival factors, it was
shown that human ES cells transplanted in injured rat myocardium improved myocardial function. However, despite the newly formed cardiomyocytes, the functional improvement was only temporary, suggesting that other factors such as integration with existing myocardium remain important areas to address.

Takahashi and Yamanaka first described a method to reprogramme fibroblasts to a pluripotent, embryonic-like, state. Several studies have shown that manipulating the expression of transcription factors transforms somatic cells into induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells which are indistinguishable from ES cells. This discovery resolves the ethical and immunological issues related to the use of ES cells and offers considerable promise for cardiac repair. Differentiation in vitro of iPS cells into functional cardiomyocytes is possible, and their use for treatment of injured myocardium is currently under investigation.

Endogenous (resident) cardiac stem cells

The field of endogenous cardiac stem cells continues to be an area of active research, but also remains controversial. Of the side population, cells able to extrude the Hoechst 3352 dye the $c$-kit$^+$/Lin$^-$ subset have been reported as self-renewing and able to give rise to blood vessels as well as cardiomyocytes. Other research groups identified different markers of cardiac stem cells, such as the transcription factor Isl-1.

Limited animal experimental data have been published regarding the results of endogenous cardiac stem cell transplantation. Given that the ideal type of cell for cardiac transplantation would be self-renewing, survive engraftment, differentiate into cardiac cells and be non-arrythmogenic, a true endogenous cardiac stem cell that can be readily harvested would be an excellent candidate. However, consensus on detailed characterization of the various types of proposed endogenous cardiac stem cells and robust methods of tracking their survival and phenotypic fate after transplantation are not yet established. Phase 1 clinical trials of the use of these cells for cardiac repair have recently begun and their results are awaited with interest.

To summarize, a large number of animal model studies involving various types of cells have been reported, describing only limited success in generating substantial numbers of nascent cardiomyocytes and their functional integration in the myocardium. Although injected foetal cardiomyocytes can provide additional myocardium and ES cells and CSCs have larger potentials for cardiomyogenesis, the formation of new cardiomyocytes by transdifferentiation of skeletal myoblasts or bone marrow-derived cells has not been convincingly demonstrated.
However, several studies have surprisingly reported moderate improvements in whole heart function in post-infarct hearts following transplantation of skeletal myoblasts or bone marrow-derived cells. This paradox remains unaccounted for and will be specifically addressed in the remainder of this review.

**Clinical trials of cardiac cell therapy**

*Skeletal myoblasts*

After ~10 years of preclinical testing resulting in more than 40 studies, skeletal myoblasts were the first to be tested in clinical trials.26 Because autologous skeletal myoblasts need to be expanded *ex vivo* over several weeks, these trials were performed in patients with chronic heart failure, rather than acute myocardial infarction. Autologous skeletal myoblasts were prepared from muscle biopsy samples and expanded using foetal bovine serum. Six of the trials that have been published are summarized in Table 1. As can be seen, most of these studies entailed coronary artery bypass graft surgery, although in the POZNAN trial myoblasts were delivered via the trans-coronary route.27

These trials have demonstrated that hundreds of millions of skeletal myoblasts can be grown from muscle biopsies and subsequently injected into the heart without early procedural complications. Long-term engraftment of skeletal myoblasts, featuring clusters of myotubes aligned parallel to host cardiomyocytes, has been visualized by microscopy of explanted hearts up to 18 months after transplantation.28,29 However,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Cell dose</th>
<th>CABG</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Menasche *et al.*30</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>Placebo injection</td>
<td>4–8 × 10^8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No change in EF at 6 months. EDV and ESV decreased at 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagege *et al.*58</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>8.7 × 10^6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Improved symptoms. Increased EF by 6.7% at 4 years. VT arrhythmias in three patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavira *et al.*31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2.2 × 10^8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Increased EF by 20% at 1 year. Improved viability of injected segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dib *et al.*28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5 × 10^7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Increased EF by 8% at 2 years. VT arrhythmias in three patients. Skeletal myotubes were visualized in hearts, which were explanted later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siminiak *et al.*59</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1.1 × 10^7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Increased EF by 6.8% at 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siminiak *et al.*27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5.2 × 10^7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Increased EF by 3–8% at 6 months. Improved NYHA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EF, ejection fraction; EDV, end-diastolic volume; ESV, end-systolic volume; VT, ventricular tachycardia.
myotube grafts were only very small compared with the ventricles, and given the large numbers of cells injected, this implies that the vast majority of cells were lost, either to inefficient seeding or high rates of cell death.

No meaningful conclusion can be drawn regarding the efficacy in augmentation of function in the injected areas from these early trials. The large randomized controlled trial by Menasche et al. measured decreased ventricular luminal dimensions 6 months after skeletal myoblast transplantation but found no change in ejection fraction. On the other hand, other studies measured clear improvements in ejection fraction. The main limitation of these trials is that their interpretation has been made difficult by concomitant coronary artery surgery, which sometimes included the region receiving myoblast injections. Furthermore, there are differences among studies that make direct comparisons difficult, including differences in cell culture processes (which may influence myoblast viability and differentiation) and the end points used to judge efficacy (including tool of cardiac function assessment), and the variable baseline function of the engrafted regions.

Patient safety has been a concern, especially following the detection of ventricular tachycardia in 4 out of 10 patients in the early study carried out by Menasche et al. As a precaution, and also to assess the incidence and timing of graft-related arrhythmias, this group implanted internal cardiac defibrillators in all subsequent patients. In the later study, arrhythmias were detected in 12–17% of patients who received skeletal myoblast transplantation compared with 6% in control patients ($P = \text{ns}$).

**Bone marrow cells**

Whereas 10 years of preparation preceded the clinical trials of skeletal myoblast transplantation, the early clinical trials of bone marrow-derived cell transplantation were reported within 6 months of the publication by Orlic et al. Subsequently, there have been many randomized clinical trials published.

Unlike skeletal myoblasts, hundreds of millions of autologous bone marrow-derived cells can be obtained quickly without the need for *ex vivo* expansion. This enabled most of the clinical studies to be aimed towards treatment of patients who suffered recent acute myocardial infarction (summarized in Table 2), although others have performed bone marrow-derived cell transplantation in patients with chronic heart failure (Table 3). Another difference between the trials using bone marrow-derived cells compared with skeletal myoblasts is that most of those injecting bone marrow-derived cells have done so using...
percutaneous approaches. The commonest method has been intracoronary perfusion under high pressures during coronary revascularization. Some studies employed direct intramuscular cell injection during coronary artery bypass surgery.\textsuperscript{32,33} Other trials have employed percutaneous endocardial injection, which enables electromechanical mapping to help identify viable myocardium for appropriate delivery.

As can be seen in Tables 2 and 3, the results for both acute myocardial infarction and chronic disease have been mixed. Although most of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Follow up</th>
<th>Cell dose</th>
<th>Assessment method</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al.\textsuperscript{38}</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>Echo</td>
<td>EF increased 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge et al.\textsuperscript{34}</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>SPECT/Echo</td>
<td>EF increased 6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janssens et al.\textsuperscript{35}</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kang et al.\textsuperscript{39}</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>EF increased 5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunde et al. (ASTAMI)\textsuperscript{50}</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>$8.7 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>SPECT/Echo/MRI</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer et al. (BOOST)\textsuperscript{61}</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>EF increased 6.7% at 6 months. No effect at 18 months*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schachinger et al. (REPAIR-AMI)\textsuperscript{36}</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>$2.4 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>LV angiography</td>
<td>EF increased 2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meluzin et al.\textsuperscript{62}</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>$10^8$</td>
<td>SPECT/Echo</td>
<td>EF 3%. No effect when $10^7$ cells injected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al.\textsuperscript{63}</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>$7.3 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>Echo</td>
<td>EF increased 5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicka et al.\textsuperscript{40}</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>$2.6 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>SPECT/Echo</td>
<td>No effect†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All studies used the intracoronary injection route. All studies demonstrated satisfactory patient matching. Trial terminated early because of adverse events and no significant benefit. Echo, echocardiography; SPECT, single-photon-emission computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging. *EF at 18 months was higher than at baseline, but showed no statistically significant difference compared to control. †Patients with severe heart failure recruited.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Follow up</th>
<th>Cell dose</th>
<th>Function assessment</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Erbs et al.\textsuperscript{64}</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>$6.9 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Increased EF by 7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assmus et al. (TOPCARE-CHD)\textsuperscript{65}</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>LV angiography</td>
<td>Increased EF by 2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrikx et al.\textsuperscript{32}</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^7$*</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kang et al. (MAGIC Cell-3-DES)\textsuperscript{39}</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All studies demonstrated satisfactory patient matching. SPECT, single-photon-emission computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging. *In this trial, cells were injected intramuscularly during CABG.
these studies were at least partially blinded during follow-up, only three have carried out blinded placebo treatment in their recruited
controls, in the form of saline injection.\textsuperscript{34–36} The inconsistency of results, together with the modest improvements measured, has prompted a
variety of interpretations. Some have commented that non-
standardization of protocols, including of cell preparation, timing of
injection, baseline patient characteristics and method of evaluation of
cardiac function might account for the variation on the results seen.\textsuperscript{37}
For example, Chen \textit{et al}.\textsuperscript{38} used purified MSCs, whereas most others
injected unfractionated bone marrow mononuclear cells. Several inves-
tigators mobilized bone marrow-derived cells by administering systemic
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor prior to cell harvest,\textsuperscript{39} which
may have had additional effects. Subgroup analysis of the data
obtained by Schächinger \textit{et al}. suggested that bone marrow-derived cell
transplantation is more beneficial when performed more than 5 days
after the onset of myocardial infarction. Finally, Penicka \textit{et al}.\textsuperscript{40}
commented that the negative finding from their trial, which was terminated
early, may be related to the fact that they recruited only patients with
ejection fraction $<40\%$.

With increasing skepticism over the collective results, several systema-
tic meta-analyses of bone marrow-derived cell transplantation trials
have been published.\textsuperscript{41–43} These have concluded that modest yet statisti-
cally significant benefits exist in terms of left ventricular dimensions,
ejection fraction and infarct size. However, no new insight into the
underlying physiological mechanisms of action was provided. The meta-analysis of 18 studies by Abdel-Latif \textit{et al}. identified no corre-
lation between the number of cells injected and benefit to the patient,
whereas the Cochrane Review suggested that injection of more than
10$^8$ bone marrow cells was optimal. The relationship between changes
in LVEF and patient clinical outcomes remains poorly characterized. In
some cases, patient outcomes improve substantially following medical
or interventional therapies that yield small increases in LVEF.\textsuperscript{44}
Nonetheless, many researchers in the field, including the authors of
these meta-analyses, have expressed doubt over the clinical relevance of
such small benefits.\textsuperscript{42,45}

With regard to future directions, opinions vary. Some have suggested
that larger randomized controlled trials, perhaps even with repeated
treatment, are warranted for further subgroup analysis.\textsuperscript{46} On the other
hand, others have suggested a moratorium on new clinical trials which
might be exposing patients to risk until additional insight is gained
from further animal studies.\textsuperscript{45} The suggested key points for future
research include optimum cell type, timing and method of delivery, and
perhaps most importantly, the underlying physiological mechanisms of
action.
Putative mechanisms mediating the benefits of cell therapy

Medical therapies were not always fully understood before gaining clinical acceptance. However, elucidation of their underlying cellular mechanisms provides the most promising path towards their optimization while maintaining safety. It is difficult to predict the best cell type, dose, and delivery method for cardiac cell therapy in the absence of knowledge of their physiological mechanisms of action. To obtain such information by trial and error would take much time and resources and expose patients to substantial risk.

The clinical trials and the preclinical experiments using animal models outlined above were originally initiated with the aims of true cardiac regeneration. It was hypothesized that supplementation of the diseased heart with the correct type of cells would rectify the deficiency in numbers. However, the animal studies have shown that substantial primary remuscularization does not happen. Foetal cardiomyocytes form very small numbers of functionally integrated myocardial tissue following injection, but even this does not happen with bone marrow cells or skeletal myoblasts. Despite this, many studies have measured improvements in failing hearts. Even at the level of individual cardiomyocytes substantial functional changes can be demonstrated. The numerous clinical trials have suggested between them that a modest functional benefit might exist, but the lack of human cardiac tissue for histological analysis has meant that, apart from some exceptions, clinical studies have not been able to follow the phenotypic fate of the cells injected into human hearts. The demonstration that the functional characteristics of a diseased myocardium can be altered by cell therapy without any remuscularization has resulted in a search for alternative mechanisms of action. Some of the proposed mechanisms, which are not mutually exclusive, are discussed below. The extent of contribution of each of these processes and how they might be optimally manipulated for patient benefit should be the main consideration for future research in cardiac cell therapy.

Effects on the native cardiomyocytes

Cardiomyocytes are the dominant cell type in the normal heart with respect to volume and are the sole generators of contractile force. Studies of isolated single cardiomyocytes from failing human myocardium obtained in the setting of transplantation have demonstrated derangements in excitation-contraction coupling, resulting in depressed contractility. In our lab, we studied the chronic effects of skeletal myoblast or bone marrow cell transplantation on the
functional characteristics of recipient cardiomyocytes in a post-infarct rat heart.\(^4^7\) Injection of either type of cell attenuated hypertrophy and normalized the impaired contractile performance. Overall, Ca\(^{2+}\) handling dynamics were improved by either cell type. However, there were differences between the two types of injected cell with respect to the individual components of excitation-contraction coupling that were affected, suggesting that cardiomyocytes might be influenced in more ways than one.

**Modulation of the extracellular matrix**

In body tissues, extracellular matrix (ECM) formation and digestion and maintenance of optimal tissue structure are related to the fine balance between the activities of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinase (TIMP). Pathological ventricular remodelling involves maladaptive changes in the ECM, which leads to further myocardial deterioration. A net increase in ECM leads to interstitial fibrosis, and although this can be useful in limiting ventricular enlargement, it also decreases tissue compliance and adversely affects systolic and diastolic performance.

Murtuza et al.\(^5^0\) first showed that transplantation of skeletal myoblasts results in decreased levels of collagen in the ECM, correlating with attenuated up-regulation of MMP. The injection of MSCs into infarcted rat hearts attenuates the increases in cardiac expression of collagen and TIMP-1 without affecting the levels of MMP-1, resulting in favourable effects on ventricular dimensions and performance.\(^5^1\) Thus, there is interesting albeit limited data to support the hypothesis that cell transplantation may modulate the ECM to augment mechanical performance of the myocardium.

**Neoangiogenesis**

This hypothesis relates to both acute myocardial infarction and chronic ischaemia and states that injected cells contribute towards the increased formation of collateral blood vessels. In the case of acute myocardial infarction, there is ongoing loss of cells at the border region, and it is proposed that cell transplantation attenuates the ongoing cell loss by increasing perfusion to these tenuously supplied areas.\(^5^2\) Direct evidence for this is provided by the study utilizing radioactive microspheres to demonstrate an increase in regional myocardial blood flow after transplantation of neonatal cardiomyocytes.\(^5^3\) The same study revealed higher capillary densities in histological ventricular sections.
In the case of bone marrow-derived cell transplantation, it has been suggested that the endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), which are generally attributed with a role in new vessel formation, might play a central role in myocardial neoangiogenesis. Following intravenous injections of human EPC preparations into athymic rats which had undergone myocardial infarction, they can be found incorporated in newly formed coronary vessels.\(^5^4\) Injection of other types of human bone marrow cells does not show this effect. Injection of EPCs also reduces the extent of myocardial infarction, resulting in relatively preserved LV function. These observations should be interpreted with caution. For example, it is plausible that mature endothelial cells within the EPC preparations incorporated in the coronary vessels. Nonetheless, EPCs and their transplantation into hearts continue to be an area of interest.

**Paracrine effects on the recipient myocardium**

It has been demonstrated that injection of MSCs into animal models of ischaemic hearts and hindlimbs might also increase collateral perfusion, albeit without direct integration into the new vessels,\(^5^2\) which suggests that neoangiogenesis may be augmented via indirect as well as direct mechanisms. Furthermore, growth media conditioned by exposure to MSCs enhanced the proliferation of cultured endothelial and smooth muscle cells in a dose-dependent manner. Analysis of these growth media revealed increased levels of various cytokines, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), placental growth factor and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1. Inhibition of VEGF and bFGF using antibodies only partly attenuated these effects, implying that multiple cytokines had exerted their influence in combination. These experiments show that MSCs can increase the collateral circulation through paracrine mechanisms.

Similar studies supporting the presence of a paracrine effect were independently performed using unfractionated bone marrow mononuclear cells,\(^5^5\) and also MSCs overexpressing AKT.\(^5^6\) The growth media that were conditioned by exposure to these bone marrow cells contained higher concentrations of various cytokines and protected isolated cardiomyocytes from hypoxic insults. When directly injected into rat hearts undergoing acute myocardial infarction, the conditioned media decreased the sizes of infarcts and increased blood vessel densities, with corresponding improvements in cardiac function.

In addition to the protective effects during acute infarction, paracrine secretions also influence the contractile characteristics of chronically failing myocardium. Cardiomyocytes isolated from post-infarct remodelled hearts have impaired contractile and Ca\(^{2+}\) handling characteristics.
However, experiments performed in our laboratory show that co-culture for 48 h in the presence of either bone marrow cells or skeletal myoblasts improves in Ca\(^{2+}\) handling and contractility.\(^{57}\)

Following the demonstrations of beneficial effects of cell-free conditioned media, the paracrine theory of cell transplantation has increasingly become the subject of discussion among scientists and also those performing clinical trials. However, although commonly invoked, the paracrine theory remains undefined. At its minimum, it postulates that locally secreted substances from the injected cells benefit their surrounding myocardium, but the cellular targets and the precise physiological effects resulting in the potential benefit have not been described. Furthermore, there is only a vague consensus on the primary disease process that is targeted by cell transplantation. Most of the published studies mentioned above that have led to the paracrine theory have focused on protection of cardiomyocytes from death during an acute myocardial infarction, but the majority of reports in the field have put their main emphases on the function of the whole heart in the long term. Therefore, studies in cardiac cell transplantation attempting to elucidate their underlying mechanisms need to clarify their goal as an initial step—limitation of cardiomyocyte death, or attenuation of the ensuing maladaptation of the surviving cardiomyocytes.

Large-scale clinical trials continue to be performed world-wide, although cell therapy is far from being an established treatment for heart failure. The volume of animal model studies published by numerous research groups demonstrates that cell transplantation is capable of delivering a clear functional benefit. Thus, it appears that cell transplantation holds considerable promise for the treatment of heart failure, and further research is warranted. However, clinical trials have shown mixed results and meta-analyses have demonstrated only small benefits. Subsequently, many researchers in the field of cardiac cell transplantation are increasingly promoting a ‘return from bedside to bench’. In this regard, it appears that current research should aim to identify the similarities between the animal and human studies and address the disparities between animal and human studies as a priority. Further characterization of the pathophysiology of heart failure and elucidation of the physiological mechanisms responsible for the beneficial effects mediated by transplanted cells under specific disease states would hold the best promise towards optimizing the future results. Finally, more research is needed to assess the value of promising new cell types, such as CPCs or iPS cells, in their ability to differentiate in cardiac tissue and to dissect the role of the host environment in the integration and differentiation of the transplanted cells.
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